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Berlin #perspective

 

Photographer: Martina Govindraj OLYMPUS AMBASSADOR  

www.yeszebra.com, Instagram: @yeszebra

Camera: OLYMPUS PEN-F & M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12-40mm 1:2.8 PRO lens 

12mm; 1/160 sec; ISO 200: jpeg straight out of camera

A UNIQUE PIECE OF CRAFTSMANSHIP. THE OLYMPUS PEN-F.

www.olympus.co.uk/pen-f
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PAULINA KOROBKIEWICZ
Matthew Flowers  2017

Shot at Flowers Galleries,
Kingsland Road. March 2017

ANTHONY ARMSTRONG JONES (Lord Snowdon)
A tribute to the late photographer, one of the 
great lensmen of his generation in a rare archive 
interview with his friend, Pat Booth
 

GEAR   THE FUJIFILM X-PRO 2
The latest offering from Fuji is rocking the 
professional world... and more 

BOOKS  THE WAY WE WERE
Archive photographs are becoming more 
poignant as digitised manipulations come to 
dominate the contemporary scene

F22 NEWS | 5
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HAVING previously experimented 
with pinhole cameras, Mick Farrell 
and Cliff Haynes have collaborated 
to create a ‘straw camera’, an 
analogue machine that produces 
fragmented images via their 
home-made camera box filled with 
32,000 drinking straws. Instead 
of producing an image from a 
single point perspective, as would 
a pinhole, its straw counterpart 

produces a multipoint perspective 
from each individual drinking 
straw which forms a tube that 
collects light and records it onto 
photosensitive material. The 
254mm long, 22mm wide, straw 
gives an aperture of about f127, 
which is used as a starting point 
for exposure. The analogue 
creation gives a straight indexical 
rendering of whatever is placed 
directly in front of it. 
Source: Mashable

Straw box portrait

6 | F22 NEWS

THE SOCIETY PHOTOGRAPHER David 
Hogan was a key member of a favour
ed goto clique of party snappers 
that included Richard Young, Dafydd 
Jones and Dave Benett. He mingled 
with the stars, capturing intimate 
moments for national press stories 
and picture spreads in glossy mag
azines, and earning enough to pay 
for his own celebrity lifestyle. But a 
tragic Hogan became the headline 
story himself in March when it was 
revealed his trusted assistant was 
in fact a glamorous conwoman who 
systematically stole his money. 

Caron Westbrook (inset), had a crim
inal record as a fraudster. Over the 
11 years she worked for Hogan, she 
siphoned off what he estimates to be 
nearly £1 million, taking him to the 
brink of financial ruin. Westbrook, 53, 
was sentenced in March to five-and-
a-half years in prison for theft at Isle
worth Crown Court. Her husband will 
serve three years and four months 
for his part in the deception. Judge 
John Denniss described the pair as 
parasites. 

Hogan, 56, a workingclass boy from 
Wales first came to London in 1982 
and by 2000 had his own picture agen
cy employing ten staff. In 2003, he sold 
his Mission Pictures to Getty Images 
and invested in a Suffolk mansion.

He hired ‘professional administra
tor’ Westbrook, who came complete 
with glowing references, when in 
fact she was penniless, recently re
leased from prison – and a career 
criminal with a long record for theft, 
fraud and forgery. Hogan now esti
mates West brook stole in the region 
of £100,000 a year right from under 
his nose, whilst masquerading as his 
trusted ‘Girl Friday’. He soon lost the 
ten-bedroom Shadingfield Hall in 
Suffolk, bought for £1.2 million and 
forced to sell at a £250,000 loss. In 
2012, he was served with a surprise 
£100,000 tax bill. Threatened with 
bankruptcy he then had to sell his 
large Muswell Hill home. Depressed, 
he contemplated suicide. But West
brook’s deceit was gradually being 
exposed. Hogan’s wife discovered a 
dormant account now had a £50,000 
overdraft. A subsequent investiga
tion by the Met fraud unit took two 
years before the Westbrook’s were 
finally collared. Although the pros
ecution case focused on the theft of 
£565,000, this only covered a specific 
time period between 2009 and 2014. 
Hogan’s own specialist accountant 
was able to trace a total of £840,000. 
Today a wiser Hogan says: ‘I lost my 
home, she drove me to financial ruin 
and I nearly lost my sanity and my 
life. I wanted to end it and it is only 
my family and friends that saved me.’

Blow(n)
     Up

Men of
Straw

                            SNAP HAPPY
THE EARLIEST known Nikon camera achieved €384,000 (double maximum 
estimate) at the WestLicht Photographica auction, Austria. As the most 
expensive Nikon ever, it is only the third Nikon body made – being 
manufactured in occupied Japan in April 1948. It was matched with a 5cm F2 
Nikkor-H lens, no.70811 – coincidentally the 11th such lens ever made – with 
original lens cap. It was once in the collection of the noted Japanese expert, 
Tad Sato. Originally available only in Japan, Nikon came to prominence when 
Life photographer David Douglas Duncan discovered Nikkor lenses while 
covering the Korean war and told other press photographers. Similar in design 
to the German Contax, the Nikon used a 24x32mm film frame which didn’t fit 
Kodak slide mounts.
 To access the US
 market, the 
company had 
to create the 
Nikon M (in 
late 1949) with 
standard 24x36
frames. Nikon 
will celebrate its 
100th birthday
in 2017.

A VIEW CAMERA kit, used by Ansel 
Adams (right) from 1964 to 1968, 
failed to sell at Heritage Auctions. 
Comprising an Arca-Swiss 4x5 View 
Camera and more*. The landscape 
maestro had given the camera to his 
thenassistant, Liliane de Cock. Adams 
wrote how he made the wellknown 
image of Arches, North Court, Mission 
San Xavier del Bac using the 4 x 5 Arca
Swiss view camera. Coming directly 
from the de Cock/Morgan family, this 
was the only Adams view camera ever 
to come to auction. Estimates were 
optimistic at $70-100,000.

*Lot comprising a 4x5 Arca-Swiss monorail 
camera, extra bag bellows, a Wollensak Raptar 
13in. f/6.8 lens No. 971865 in Alphax shutter, 
a Ross Express 5in. f/4 lens No. 153041 in 
Ilex No.4 Acme Synchro shutter, a Kodak 
Ektar 203mm f/7.7 lens No. RE262 in Flash 
Supermatic Shutter, compendium lens hood, 
two Graflex graphic film pack adapters, Tiffen 
step up rings, Kodak Series VII to VIII step up 
ring, Kodak Series VII step-up ring 1 7/8” to 
47.5 mm, Wratten gelatin filters, Kodak No. 
12 VIII glass filter, and dark cloth all in original 
fitted carrying and shipping case. Together 
with a Majestic tripod and shutter speed test 
documentation.

ANSEL ADAMS’ 
ARCA-SWISS 4x5 

   MEANWHILE 
A CAMERA and 
lens owned and 
used by the 
famous German 
photographer 
Herbert List 
(1903-1975) 
whose clients 
included Vogue, 

Harper’s Bazaar, and Life, made 
€78,000. List was also associated 
with Magnum. His extremely rare 
and fully original doublestroke black 
paint Leica M3 (with black film counter 
and all early features of these un
official pre-series black cameras) was 
delivered on 15 March, 1958 to Tiranty, 
Paris. Only about 90 of these pre-series 
cameras were produced, much less are 
known to exist. 
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Douglas Kirkland the ‘Nude In White Silk’ photo shoot from 17 November, 1961

Frieda Hull, purporting to show the actress pregnant 8 July, 1960

F22 NEWS | 7

THE WORLD seems still obsessed 
with the photographic journey 
taken by a shy 20-year-old model 
known as Norma Jean Baker to her 
last days as screen siren, Marilyn 
Monroe. She died aged 36 in 
August 1962. From headshots of 
Norma Jean in a cardigan in 1946 
to images of the starlet frolicking 
on a beach in her bathing suit 
taken by American photographer 
George Barris on 13 July, 1962; the 
Marilyn Through a Lens exhibition 
by LA-based Julien’s Auctions 
showcased the star in a specialist 
March sale. The catalogue featured 
Douglas Kirkland’s famous ‘Nude 
In White Silk’ photo shoot from 17 
November, 1961, in which she lies 
in bed covered by nothing but a 
sheet. (Later to be reprised by Eve 
Arnold on the set of The Misfits).

Julien’s Auctions also held a sale 
last November (2016) where 

The MONROE DOCTRINE

controversial colour slides of 
Marilyn went unnoticed by 
fans and unremarked by the 
auctioneers. Taken on 8 July, 1960, 
in New York City when Marilyn 
was 34 years old by friend and 

acknowledged confidante, Frieda 
Hull, they purport to show the 
actress pregnant by her Let’s 
Make Love co-star Yves Montand 
– not husband Arthur Miller. In 
later years Montand admitted to 

the affair. The six unique images 
were a prized possession of Hull, 
who worked for Pan Am, and 
dubbed the pictures ‘the pregnant 
slides’. They were bought by Tony 
Michaels, 56, a former neighbour 
of Hull and ‘in the know’, at the 
LA auction for just $2,240. He 
claims he was told by Frieda that 
the actress lost the baby: ‘It was 
never made clear whether that 
was by way of a miscarriage or 
even an abortion.’ Taken outside 
Fox Studios in New York, the 
images clearly show a prominent 
bump at Monroe’s belly which 
Hull claimed showed the early 
stages of pregnancy. Michaels 
says Hull confided in him about 
the ‘pregnant slides’ before she 
died aged 83 in 2014, stating ‘...it 
was something she knew for sure, 
she was very close to Marilyn.’ 
Julien’s Auction house made 187 
lots from the Frieda Hull estate all 

featuring the Hollywood legend, 
which sold for a total of $433,000. 
They included over 550 colour 
and mono candid snapshots and 
photographs, over 150 colour 
slides, nearly 750 movie stills, 
publicity photos and lobby cards, 
and personal home movies. One 
1956 image was signed by Marilyn: 
To Frieda Love & Kisses. Even Hull’s 
camera – a Mercury II, model 
CX 35mm (pictured) – sold for 
$3,437.50. Two locks of Marilyn’s 
hair (acquired by Frieda with 
permission) went for $72,700.

George Barris Marilyn ‘Beach Series’ on 13 July, 1962

LOS ANGELES/WASHINGTON 

The Getty* and the National Gallery, 
Washington, received major photo-
graphs from the collection of Daniel 
Greenberg and Susan Steinhauser. 
These are the prime elements of 
donations to a total of 13 leading 
art institutions**. Greenberg and 
Steinhauser have been collecting 
photographs for over 20 years, large-
ly by 20th-century American mas-
ters. The donation of 27 works by 
Imogen Cunningham complements 
the 66 prints already in the Getty’s 
collection. The donation also includes 
Chris Killip’s Isle of Man portfolio of 
12 prints. Since 2000, the pair have 
donated over 500 photographs to 
the Getty, including significant groups 
of works by Manuel Álvaraz Bravo, 

Graciela Iturbide, Abelardo Morell, 
Eliot Porter, and Minor White.

one of the major repositories of 
Dorothea Lange’s work; this donation 
represents her entire career from the 
late 1920s to the early 1960s. One 
of the best known American photo-
graphers working in the 1930s, Lange 
was made famous by her 1936 por-
trait of an impoverished migrant farm 
worker and her children in Nipomo, 
California, called Migrant Mother. 
However, Lange began her career as 
a studio portraitist working in San 
Francisco with a mostly upper-class 
clientele. Of particular note, this col-
lection contains multiple prints made 
over several years of some of Lange’s 
most celebrated photographs – such 
as Death in the Doorway; Migrant 
Mother, and Migratory Cotton Picker 
– which will help demonstrate the 
evolving nature of her practice. This 
is the first donation by Greenberg 
and Steinhauser. They have recently 
made gifts to 13 other American art 
museums. 

*The Getty gift includes: Berenice Abbott 
(American, 1898-1991); Ruth Bernhard 
(American, born Germany, 1905-2006); 
Wynn Bullock (1902-1975); Imogen Cun-
ningham (American, 1883-1976); Bruce 
Davidson (American, born 1933); William 
Eggleston (American, born 1939); Andreas 
Feininger (American, born France, 1906-
1999); Mario Giacomelli (Italian, 1925-
2000); André Kertész (American, born 
Hungary, 1894-1985); Chris Killip (British, 
born 1946); Dorothea Lange (American, 
1895-1965); Mary Ellen Mark (American, 
1940-2015); Richard Misrach (American, 
born 1949); Abelardo Morell (American, 
born Cuba, born 1948); Arnold Newman 
(American, 1918-2006); Milton Rogovin 
(American, 1909-2011); Eudora Welty 
(American, 1909-2011).

**Chrysler Museum of Art in Norfolk, Vir-
ginia; the Hammer Museum at UCLA; High 
Museum of Art, Atlanta; Los Angeles Coun-
ty Museum of Art; Minneapolis Institute of 
Art; Museum of Modern Art, New York; The 
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City; 
New Mexico Museum of Art, Santa Fe; and 
Peabody-Essex Museum, Salem, MA.

MAJOR GIFTS FROM GREENBERG/STEINHAUSER

The Greenberg and Steinhauser gift 
establishes the National Gallery as 
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Art Bermondsey Project Space. Great Britons of Photography. London SE1
DAGMAR SEELAND

CHRIS FLOYD
SHIRLEY FREEMAN
LEO MASON

HOMER SYKES
PETER DENCH

MINNIE WEISZ  JENNY NEWALL 

JOHN BULMER   SIMON SKINNER
SONTI RAMIREZ

SERENELLA MARTUFI
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UNDERCOVER SPY – YOU!
A NEW initiative is urging people to visit and 
photograph some 36,000 works in private 
collections, allegedly accessible to the public as 
part of a tax-relief scheme. Open Inheritance 
Art (OIA), encourages the public to reveal works 
registered under the little-known Conditional 
Exemption Tax Incentive, a scheme run by 
HMRC. OIA spokesperson, Hannah Greig, states: 
‘These works are exempt from inheritance tax or 
capital gains tax on the condition they are made 
available for the public to see.’ Greig, a convenor 
of the Public History course at the University 
of York, calls these works ‘one of the largest 
secret collections in the country.’ OIA is run by 
three students at the University. If the owner is 
uncooperative, HMRC would like to hear about 
it says the OIA website. The project has funding 
from the non-profit organisation, Open Data 
Institute, co-founded in 2012 by net guru, Tim 
Berners-Lee.
Source: The Art Newspaper

NO NUDES IS GOOD NEWS
OR FAKE NEWS? A set of 19th-century nudes 
was withdrawn from display at the Edwin 
Budding Gallery in Hassocks, near Brighton, 
after ‘older ladies’ complained it was vulgar. The 
postcard-sized photographs had been shown 
in their original frames alongside other works, 
including saucy cartoons, as part of a Romance 
exhibition. The debacle duly made the national 
press who traditionally revel in smut stories. 
Di Nee, 65, organised the exhibition and runs 
the gallery alongside her husband, Martin, 
an artist. The photographs, by an unknown 
hand, were donated to the gallery in the South 
Downs Heritage Centre by a local collector. 
Following widespread press reports, the gallery 
said that the pictures would be going back up 
and the exhibition extended for two weeks (!). 
Surprisingly, the ‘several mainly older women’ 
who complained could not be traced.
Source: The Telegraph

CAMERA PRESS AT 70

MAGNUM AT 70
IN THE past 70 years, 92 photographers have contributed 
to the story of Magnum and today, its 49 photographer 
members continue to chronicle the world. Founded in 1947 
by Robert Capa, Henri Cartier-Bresson, George Rodger 
and David ‘Chim’ Seymour, over a drink in MoMA, New 
York, Magnum Photos celebrates with a special anniversary 
programme. Public events across New York, London, Paris 
and in Asia will feature defining images and visual stories 
from the past seven decades of Magnum including founding 
member Capa’s iconic documentation of the D-Day landings 
at Omaha Beach, 1944; Cartier-Bresson’s 1947 record of 
the independence of India; and Stuart Franklin’s first-hand 
account of the Tiananmen Square uprising in 1989.

www.magnumphotos.com

Left:  Magnum co-founder, Henri Cartier-Bresson, has achieved almost 
mythical status amongst 35mm photographers young and old who adhere 
to his ‘decisive moment’ strategem, first expounded in 1952 in a book of 
the same name.

PHOTOGRAPHIC agency Camera Press (CP) 
celebrates its 70th anniversary – A Lifetime in 
Pictures – with an exhibition from the 1940s 
through Cecil Beaton and Yousuf Karsh, all 
the way to John Swannell, Jason Bell, Jillian 
Edelstein, and Laura Pannack. Tom Blau 
founded Camera Press in 1947 – also the 

inauguration of The British Academy of Film 
and Television Arts (BAFTA). CP will include 
BAFTA’s exclusive actors’ portrait portfolio in 
the exhibition at the Art Bermondsey Project 
Space, 17 May-10 June, coinciding with Photo 
London at Somerset House (18-22 May). The 
ABPS is a not-for-profit-platform sponsored 
by Olympus in association with STATE/F22 
magazine. 

www.camerapress.com

70 NOT OUT

Left:  

CHRIS FLOYD  Mark Ronson  2015

Centre:

Camerapress founder, TOM BLAU

Below:

IWM  VE Day revellers Trafalgar Square 1945
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KICKASS STARTER PROJECT FROM COLLISHAW
THRESHOLDS IS A Virtual Reality 
experience designed to transport the 
visitor to the first major exhibition of 
photography. Artist  Mat Collishaw 
uses VR for the first time to explore a 
pivotal moment when photography 
was the new discovery. He notes: 
‘Photography was obviously a game-
changer – it introduced an entirely 
novel way of looking at the world. 
VR has a similar capability to distort 
our relationship with the way we 
see things by presenting an utterly 
convincing simulacrum of them.’ 

Headsets will allow visitors to 
walk around a recreation of ‘The 
Model Room’, an exhibition of 
inventions, models and philosophical 
instruments staged at King Edward’s 
School, New Street, in August 1839. 
This important milestone, also 
included 93 photogenic drawings 
by William Henry Fox Talbot, thus 
was one of the first major public 
exhibitions of photography in the 
UK. Individuals walking through 
the physical space are represented 
in the digital exhibition as ghostly 
outlines. Outside of the virtual 
room, Chartist demonstrators will 
be heard rioting. Thresholds’ builds 
a link between new and historical 
media. Most original photographs 
in the exhibition no longer exist 
since Fox Talbot had not resolved 
photographic fixing methods at 
the time. Others have to be kept 
in pitch-black vaults to preserve 
them. Collishaw has worked with 
photographic historian Pete James 
and archivists to recreate these 
prints using digital copies. Almost 
250 people donated £25,000 via a 
Kickstarter campaign to help fund 
the Somerset House exhibition. 
Thresholds (17 May-11 June) is 
launching as part of Photo London.

SCOTTISH photographic pioneers David Octavius 
Hill (1802-1870) and Robert Adamson (1821-1848) 
are at the Scottish National Portrait Gallery in May. 
A Perfect Chemistry is the first time in 15 years that 
these treasures are on show, over 100 works from just 
four years in the 1840s, shortly after the invention of 
photography (1839). Hill and Adamson’s subjects range 
from intimate portraits to cityscapes of the Scottish 
capital as well as the famous Newhaven studies of 
fisher folk. The Newhaven images are rare examples of 
social documentary photography and bring to life the 
Dickensian world of Peggotty and the long gone insular 
fishing communities of coastal Britain. Both men worked 
and lived in Rock House, a landmark building located on 
Edinburgh’s Carlton Hill. As collotypes required natural 
sunlight, they used the house’s south-facing garden as 
their studio. Adamson died on 14 January 1848, aged 
only 26, ending this distinguished partnership.
 
A Perfect Chemistry: Photographs by Hill & Adamson 
[part of the Edinburgh Art Festival]
27 May – 1 October 2017
Scottish National Portrait Gallery
1 Queen Street, Edinburgh EH2 1JD

OXFORD  A NEW free website launched by the Bodleian 
Library (pictured) at the University of Oxford will celebrate 
William Henry Fox Talbot – British father of photography. 
The catalogue features more than 1,000 early Victorian 
photographic images, and is expected to grow to 25,000 
images by 2018. Professor Larry J Schaaf, project director for 
the Talbot Catalogue Raisonne, said: ‘There has been nothing 
like this before in the history of photography.’ 
http://foxtalbot.bodleian.ox.ac.uk

Thresholds premieres in May at Somerset 
House, London; to Birmingham Museum 
& Art Gallery in June; Lacock Abbey in 
September; and National Media Museum 
Bradford in November.

Top right

David Octavius Hill

Top left

William Henry 
Fox Talbot and 
Nicolaas Henneman 
at the Reading 
establishment, 1846

Left

Mat Collishaw
Thresholds

Below

Lacock Abbey, 
24 December 1840

All WHFT images
© National Media 
Museum, Bradford 
/ Science & Society 
Picture Library

Free Bodleian website celebrates 
William Henry Fox Talbot

Rare archival images from
 dawn of Scottish photography
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Chuck Close Sandy Nairne 2015
archival watercolour pigment print

NAIRNE CLOSE UP
A LARGE portrait of former director, Sandy 
Nairne, is the first by Chuck Close to be 
acquired by the National Portrait Gallery 
and the first major work by the American 
artist to enter a British public collection. 
Close has created a six-foot tall watercolour 
print, based on a unique large format 
colour Polaroid photograph that was taken 
in New York. Close has donated the portrait 
to the Gallery. Sandy Nairne CBE was 
director from 2002 to 2015.

F22 NEWS | 11

LIFE’S A BEACH?
UNTIL RECENTLY, there were no known photographs 
of the artist, Paul Gauguin, on the French Polynesian 
island of Tahiti. Now, it is alleged by Munich-based 
dealer Daniel Blau and art historian, Caroline Boyle-
Turner, he is depicted in two 19th-century albums 
of prints. In one group photograph, the suspect man 
has his arms around two young vahine. In 2015, Blau 
was able to date the print and learn the identity of its 
maker, Jules Agostini. Agostini had met the painter 
around 1895, when Gauguin had just landed in Tahiti 
for his second stay. Blau acquired one of two albums 
up for auction. It contained another copy of the group 
photograph, along with a similar one taken that same 
day, in addition to an image of Gauguin’s house in 
Tahiti. All three were labelled with descriptions and 
dates: Point Venus on July 19, 1896.

Another clue is through a Dr. Gouzer, who worked 
on the ship Duguay-Trounin. Gouzer appears in one 
group image, standing next to a Tahitian woman 
named Faona. The doctor, notes art historian Martin 
Bailey, was one of a small circle of Gauguin’s patrons 
in Tahiti. Blau theorises that the woman ‘Gauguin’ 
was kissing and leaning on in these images is Pahura, 
his mistress, who served as his often-nude model 
in a number of paintings, including Nevermore 
(1897). The Musée du Quai Branly in Paris acquired 
the second Agostini album in the auction, which 
also included the group photographs but without 
captions and dates. The jury is still out on the 
possibility it is actually Gauguin.

Source: New York Times/The Art Newspaper

FUJIFILM UPSETS 
PC SNAPPERS
PHOTOGRAPHER 
Danny North 
attended a demo 
for the Fujifilm’s 
latest £6,000+ GFX 
50s camera and was 
incensed when a 
topless model was 
produced for the 
exercise. Ranting 
on social media, 
North described 
the presentation 
as ‘archaic middle 
aged male bullshit’ 
and ‘unacceptable 
in 2017’. Fujifilm UK 
apologised for ‘any 
offence caused’ and 
claimed the company 
was not involved 
in the selection of 
‘shooting subject’. 
‘Had we known in 
advance that this 
shooting subject was 
going to be used, we 
would have requested 
an alternative for the 
workshop,’ Fujifilm 
asserted. Clearly not 
the Danny North 
whose personal 
gallery on his website 
contains a number of 
sultry young women in 
hi-cut-off denims and 
pouting and flashing 
their bras then.
Source: Mashable

SOMETHING FOR THE WEEKEND, SIR?
THE British Film Institute’s newly digitised 
The Pleasure Principle collection offers 
examples of erotic cinema. The earliest 
known example being the 1896 Victorian 
Lady in Her Boudoir. Other films include 
Claude Friese-Greene’s 1920 Nude Wom-
an by Waterfall, and the 1943 Action in 
Slow Motion, depicting a naked woman 
enjoying the seashore. Most featured a 
disclaimer that they were ‘expressly for 
assistance to artists and students’, a legal 
ruse that lasted well into the 1960s. The 
Pleasure Principle is part of a five-year BFI 
‘Britain on Film’ project aiming to digit-
ise and share 10,000 films from the National 
Archives and others around the UK. Most 
available to watch for free via 
http://player.bfi.org.uk

Source: Hyperallergic/BFI

TRADE SNAPS

SPACE ODDITY
NASA has released an 18 minute UHD video tour of the International 
Space Station. Use headphones and full-screen mode to become the 
astronaut. Amazing. Log onto : https://youtu.be/DhmdyQdu96M

OH [BIG] BROTHER 
A RUSSIAN photographer, Egor Tsvetkov, spent six weeks snapping 
subway commuters in St Petersburg before using a facial recognition 
app called FindFace to locate them for real. Using open source 
software to scan the 55 million plus users of VKontakte, Russia’s 
biggest social network, Tsvetkov was able to find and identify around 
70% of the people he recorded. ‘My project is a clear illustration of 
the future that awaits us if we continue to disclose as much about 
ourselves on the internet as we do now,’ he noted. So think what 
Government agencies are capable of then!   Source: AP

TIME OUT
THE LUXURY watch brand, Greyhours, and photographer Tom Hoops 
have launched Wild Dogs in Paris – to help fund and showcase 
independent artists. The concept was derived from a working 
relationship between Greyhours founder, Emrah Yuceer and Hoops, 
who has worked with the likes of Vogue, Porter, and Harper’s 
Bazaar. The pair took inspiration over a quote from the fashion 
photographer, Helmut Newton: ‘People gave us everything for free. 
We were allowed only so much film per picture, but there was no 
limit to the creativity. I like to say that they let us loose like wild 
dogs in the streets of Paris.’ Hoops says: ‘With the help of Greyhours, 
we are able to help photographers working on personal projects 
and also to commission new ones.’ The team encourage creatifs to 
submit project submissions and apply for grants via: 
www.wilddogsinparis.com/submission
 

BCC RECORD FOR LBC
FULHAM BASED The Little Black Gallery 
announced a new auction record for the 
late Bob Carlos Clarke. Vanessa & Vicky 
Kissing, 2002, a 16”x12” silver gelatin 
print, signed, 5/25, made £13,750 
at Sotheby’s. The Fulham based LBG 
represents the Carlos estate.
 

MOVING PICTURES
THE TWO latest releases in the pioneering series, Exhibition On 
Screen, directed by Phil Grabsky, are: I, Claude Monet, an insight 
into the thoughts and inner struggles of the Impressionist artist, 
based entirely on his surviving personal correspondence. And from 
March, The Artist’s Garden: American Impressionism examines 
two movements that flourished between 1887 and 1920. The film 
follows the eponymous sell-out exhibition on its journey from the 
Pennsylvania Academy to the ‘home’ of the movement – Florence 
Griswold’s colony at Old Lyme. It is narrated by Gillian Anderson. 
Since launching in 2011, Exhibition On Screen films have been 
watched by more than one million people in over 50 countries.
exhibitiononscreen.com

500PX DIRECTORY
THE PHOTOGRAPHY website 500px has launched a directory with more 
than 50,000 photographers listed across 191 countries and more than 
11,000 searchable locations. Photographers can establish their own 
user profile, set rates for offline work, and directly communicate with 
clients. 500px says it will use the directory to locate photographers 
for ‘large corporate customer photography-on-demand assignments’ 
globally, and that clients can also use the directory to locate suitable 
photographers. From April the company says the now free directory will 
become available only to paid tier users – those interested can access 
the directory’s ‘Join’ page. 500px has also announced a partnership 
with Adobe that will involve some of the best 500px photos being made 
available in the Adobe Stock Premium collection.
Source: 500px PR
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Although Flowers (as the second son) and his 
siblings Adam, Dan, and Francesca – he also has 
a half-sister called Rachel – were all subjected to 
an arts influenced childhood, it was he alone who 
joined the ‘family firm’, first as a Saturday gofer 
and then as full-time assistant in 1975. Although, 
in fact, music was actually his first direction and 
Flowers did enjoy some modest success in the 
late 1970s.

‘Adam was probably a more serious young man 
and focussed on his education. I think I got to the 
William Ellis grammar school [Highgate] purely 
because he was already there. But we were all 
linked by music. My mother is a musician and my 
father was apparently a very gifted piano player. 
My early interests were anything but academic: 

music, football and art were my passions. I was 
also a keen chess player and my dad once offered 
to fund me for a year to play properly. But I ac-
tually decided to play rock ‘n’ roll. My younger 
brother, Dan, and I started one band or another 
from 13 onwards. When I left school at 18, we 
practised for a month in a barn, complete with 
manager, but fell apart after the first gig! Late 
1975 – a hard time to get a job. So Angela said 
“work with me”. I joined the gallery and spent the 
next two years rehearsing in the basement. I 
was playing in and around the West End and 
Camden scenes at night and worked at the 
gallery in the day time. [Flowers’ band, Sore 
Throat, appeared on The Old Grey Whistle 
Test with the Ramones in 1980].

‘Our music did take off and we worked profes-

‘  I want a gallery that shows
the best contemporary art

and photography is an area 
where exciting developments

are taking place  ’  

COVER FEATURE

Brasserie Belanger   Islington Green
March 2017

IT COMES as no surprise to learn that Matthew 
Flowers was particularly close to his father, the 
noted photographer, Adrian Flowers. The physical 
similarity between the two – tall, aquiline, the sharp 
handsome features – and Adrian’s celebrity status 
in the infamous Swinging Sixties, was obviously 
going to impress a son with creative ambitions. 
Adrian’s assorted ‘60s assistants had included 
Terence Donovan, Duffy and Chris Killip; and 
his grandfather had been photographer, William 
West, a scion of the pioneering Victorian 
photography firm, George West & Sons, of 
Southsea. Matthew (b1956) was particularly 
affected by his father’s death in 2016.

Flowers now heads up a three gallery empire 
which includes two London spaces and one in 
New York. Whilst some observers think that 
inheriting an existing gallery business is the easy 
option, the truth can often be the exact opposite. 
It takes a genuine talent and vision to put a stamp 
on an established model and take it forward to 
the next generation. James Mayor did it when he 
took the reins from his illustrious father, Freddie. 
Leslie Waddington did it when he stepped out 
from the shadow of Victor Waddington. And 
Matthew Flowers has successfully manoeuvred 
the gallery his gregarious mother, Angela, 
opened in 1970 into one of the art world’s most 
recognised brands. 

Having both parents centre stage on the trendy 
London art scene might easily be counter-
productive, but it did have some advantages.

‘I was aware of it. I grew up amongst artists and 
it was a part of my environment to regularly visit 
studios. My parents collected from the 1950s and 
I was born in the ‘50s. It was par for the course 
to go to museums and exhibitions – to go see 
abstract painters like Jackson Pollock and de 
Kooning. And it certainly affected the way I my-
self made art in lessons at school. We also had 
numerous pieces of sculpture at home. My dad 
befriended lots of artists, from the St Ives Group 
to the British Constructivists – Kenneth Martin, 
Mary Martin, Anthony Hill – famous ‘drinking 
buddies’ for those Sunday morning G&Ts. There 
was a big talking cult in those days.’

sionally for three years – and then I was back at 
the gallery, but still making music outside. The 
epitome of success then was appearing on Top 
of the Pops and we [Blue Zoo, formerly Modern 
Jazz] appeared twice – our record hit number 13 
in the charts [Cry Boy Cry, October 1982]. But it 
was a compromise to be pop-y and not really my 
kind of music. By 1984 I had decided art was my 
vocation and I focussed completely on it from 
that point onwards.’

That decision further helped reconcile Flowers 
with his mother. Angela Flowers is a forceful 
and charismatic woman who was then already 
a popular figure in the London art world. She 
had established and expanded her gallery with 
tenacity and by sheer force of personality. 

However, Matthew’s equilibrium was seriously 
disturbed in the mid-70s when his flamboyant 
parents decided on divorce. Unusually, 
their second son played a pivotal role in the 
proceedings by siding with Adrian and providing 
‘evidence’ against his mother. This is a matter of 
record – and both mother and son have discussed 
the event in public, on the radio together, and 
have long since reached a reconciliation.

‘Between 1973-75 I had not really spoken to my 
mother, the period leading up to the divorce. I 
have certainly had my difficulties with Angela and 
we had some very strange and stressful times in 
the gallery. But we found being open – public – 
about it was very therapeutic for us both. In fact, 
Adrian came back in to take photographs for the 
gallery and he was a tremendous resource for 

A Time To Know
Matthew Flowers’ early investment

in contemporary photographers
is paying dividends

the business. My parents ended up being great 
friends in the end. Looking back, I am horrified 
that I helped my dad in his case against my mum. 
It was mean of him to involve me. But at the time 
it seemed the right thing to do.

‘Also, by 1983 Angela needed help. She had 
my youngest sister [Rachel] born with Down’s 
Syndrome and was committed to her welfare. 
The gallery was struggling financially. There were 
two important factors at this time. One was my 
meeting Leslie Waddington at the Bath Art Fair 
and he gave me some very good advice on how 
to run a gallery successfully. He said the stronger 
you are the more you can do for your artists. The 
other was Angela’s new partner, Robert Heller1 
a well known financial writer, who helped me 
put a business plan together. Angela’s way of 
doing business was that whenever she ran out 
of money she would enlist a new director who 
would put some funds in. Michael White and 
Edgar Astaire were early supporters.

‘We had moved into Richmond Road, Hackney, in 
1988. A big space, an ex-laundry, and we needed 
more staff. In 1989 I remember we had a dinner 
for about 30 people – guests like Nick Serota – 
and Angela stood up and announced I was now 
to be the new Managing Director. It was a proud 
moment for me.

‘We took the company public in 1989 – not usual 
in the highly secretive world of galleries – using 
the Business Expansion Scheme. It is amazing 
what you have to learn, it nearly killed me. Then 
in April, 1990, the market fell apart and lots of 
established galleries suffered badly, but we had 
that bit of money in the bank to act as a cushion.’

Flowers might have made a solid start in his role 
as MD, but taking control of his dynamic mother, 
who still saw her name over the door, was 
another matter entirely. Despite the fact he had 
been supplying creative input to the programme 
for some time. 

‘Obviously in my first period I had no say as to 
who we represented. In the ‘80s I wanted to 
have some influence so I started the Print of the 
Month Club with Bob’s [Heller] help. I had done 
an exhibition called 80 Prints By Modern Masters 
and met some well known artists, such 

TEXT MIKE VON JOEL    PORTRAIT  PAULINA KOROBKIEWICZ
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impressive new emporium in Shoreditch, known 
then as Flowers East. Given the jealousies that 
commonly pervade the art world, one wonders 
whether he faced any residual resentment to 
his inherited role – that he had somehow been 
handed it all on a plate?

‘My siblings still think that! [laughs] My younger 
brother [and former bass guitarist] Dan works 
with the company. Funnily enough, I had one 
friend, in Canada, who has a gallery. He was 
overly critical at the time and said I should break 
away and do my own thing. But I feel I have 
been doing just that since the ‘80s anyway. My 
mother was/is a great person to learn from, a 
great character and we really are a good team.’

One change that Flowers did make was to 
engage more fully with photography. He was at 
the forefront of galleries primarily known for 
painting that detected the rising interest in the 
photograph as a fine art medium. It was also 

Top: BOYD & EVANS  Shafer Trail, Utah  2015
Below:  MICHAEL BENSON  North-Atlantic Clouds, Terra, January 24, 2011  2016

as Michael Rothenstein and Tim Mara. This 
led me to start bringing people to the table like 
Peter Howson and Amanda Faulkner. That was 
before I came MD. When I really put my stamp 
on the company there were changes, of course, 
but I would say it was a natural continuation. The 
big movement in the ‘90s was the YBA’s and we 
did not get involved with them at all. We did not 
show one in the whole decade. However, we did 
take on some important people from the previous 
generation, like Jack Smith, Bernard Cohen and 
Richard Smith. One of our strong points is the 
mutual loyalty we experience. We stuck with 
people and they now stick with us. For instance, 
Patrick Hughes and Boyd & Evans had notable 
slumps in their careers before they bounced back.’

After almost ten years of consolidation and still 
operating as a PLC, Flowers instigated a rapid 
expansion programme which saw an initial 
flirtation with America, and a move to the dying 
Mecca of London’s art scene, Cork Street.

‘I totally fell in love with New York in the ‘80s 
and particularly the gallery scene and its arts cul-
ture. Then it was all about the East Village, and 
afterwards, Chelsea. I liked the ambition and the 
massive American buying power I’d seen at the 
art fairs. I thought British Art was undervalued 
at the time and there was an appetite for large 
scale paintings. I was determined to open in New 
York and we discussed it, but around 1990 we 
were not quite ready. Also, my then wife had a 
home in Los Angeles and we went there regularly 
and I had met a particular collector who would 
support us. So in 1997 we opened at Bergamot 
Station, alongside 20 plus other galleries – very 
exciting. In London we went into Cork Street in 
2000, a good move, absolutely. I always thought 
the East End-West End dynamic was great. Just 
like the New York Uptown-Downtown model.

‘In 2003 we did move on to New York and it is fair 
to say not many LA clients made the move with 
us. My marriage had broken up, the collector 
had lost interest, and the LA commute was a 
bit much. And actually, I’d always wanted New 
York. We went first to 1000 Madison Avenue and 
then to 529 West 20th Street in Chelsea in 2009. 
About 5000 square feet. I’d say we are truly an 
international gallery now. I’m still excited by the 
business. We are opening another space in Hong 
Kong this year – I think it is where the market 
is moving towards. Hong Kong is a gateway to 
China, Korea, Japan and Australia.’

By 2009, the fiscal responsibility of supporting a 
public limited company was both time consum-
ing and onerous and Flowers made a strategic 
withdrawal back into private ownership. It sealed 
his absolute control of the Flowers empire that 
had really begun in 2002, when the old laundry 
building had been exchanged for a thoroughly 

‘ Today I have collectors who
think nothing of spending
$40,000 on an image ’ 

PROFILE
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MATTHEW FLOWERS
something he had witnessed in America.

‘My own interest in photography is clear. My dad 
was an important photographer but others in his 
family had also been photographers. In fact, my 
mother had exhibited Adrian in the very early 
days. Also, some of her artists had made photo-
graphs as part of their work – Derek Boshier, Ian 
Breakwell and Denis Masi, for example. In the 
late ‘90s we were placing Patrick Hughes with 
the Mira Godard Gallery in Toronto, and they 
wanted a reciprocal show. So I looked over their 
artists and saw Edward Burtynsky, a very paint-
erly style landscape photographer. His exhibition 
got me excited by the medium and I started 
looking more closely. We sold a lot of Burtynsky 
and it was a success. In Bergamot Station there 
had been galleries specialising in photography, I 
remember seeing Robert Polidori there for the 
first time. 

‘The extraordinary thing is that the interest in 
photography has grown so dramatically in the 
last 15 years that today I have collectors who 
think nothing of spending $40,000 on an image. 
It has taken time, but it’s an enormous trans-
formation. Confidence came in the market with 
very strict editioning and signing, and the fact 
images today won’t fade after five minutes.’

The obvious contrast between painting and 
photography is the difficulty in evaluating a 
photograph, especially by an emerging talent 
as yet relatively unknown. In the old days 
of analogue, a gallery might go through the 
pantomime of presenting the original negative, 
sealed in resin, alongside the print if the 
value merited it. Is there a viable margin on 
contemporary photography? 

‘Well, in the same way a Picasso print is an edi-
tioned work and people will pay a premium for 
it. The name and reputation counts. We now 
have a specialist department because we need 
a certain level of expertise. There is a director 
of photography who has a great eye – Chris 
Littlewood – and he has a full time colleague. I 
personally don’t distinguish between painters, 
sculptors or photographers. If they are good art-
ists then we are interested in showing their art 
– it’s a long term view and you have to nurture 
people over a long period. We have our stars 
and they subsidise the young ones – it’s been 
the way with all galleries for all time. We would 
die if we only show artists who make us money.

‘There is an enormous audience for photography. 
Now there are so many magazines and websites 
– and of course, it reproduces so well. Instagram 
is all about photography. We aim to be at the 
top fairs, create high-end books and fantastic 
exhibitions, and have a strong photography 
programme. We do Paris-Photo, Photo-London, 
Shanghai and San Francisco – and Unseen in 
Amsterdam, which is really buzzing with exciting 
young art. Actually, I don’t have a desire to have a 
photography gallery. I want a gallery that shows the 
best contemporary art and photography is an area 
where exciting developments are taking place.

‘The latest artist we have taken on is Scarlett 
Hooft Graafland who we will show in Cork 
Street. Simon Roberts is a star and we will do 
something big to coincide with his next book. 
We often include someone in a group show and 
that might lead to a project and then we might 
take them on. Shen Wei we will show in New 

York. I am fond of our established artists like 
Michael Wolf and Julia Cockburn – although 
using collage she is not a purist photographer. 
And Boomoon – I went all the way to South 
Korea to see a show of his, to my mind he is one 
of the great living photographers of our age.’

So after 35 years in the art business and having 
morphed into becoming part of the establish-
ment, how does Flowers go about ‘keeping it 
real’. Does he long for that gold Lamè jacket and 
rouge, and a spot on ToTP?

‘Look, I’m still as enthusiastic about art as I ever 
was. One of the key exhibitions we do, more 
or less each year, is the Artist of the Day – we 
select 10 well-known artists who then choose an 
artist to exhibit for the day. We put on 10 solo 
exhibitions – totally different. I love seeing new 
work and I am a great fan of artists’ websites – 
that is the way we view new artists at Flowers 
Galleries. Websites – and definitely not emails 
with endless jpegs attached...’

Photographers represented 
by Flowers Galleries:

 
Boomoon 
Edward Burtynsky 
Edmund Clark 
Julie Cockburn 
Scarlett Hooft Graafland 
Nadav Kander 
Jason Larkin 

POSTSCRIPT   Angela Flowers has now ‘retired’ to that seaside gem of Ramsgate. Matthew and 
family have also recently bought a house there. And former Bernard Jacobsen Gallery manager, Kate 
Smith, just so happens to have converted a large Victorian villa into a terrific Manhattan-interior-
style gallery space just around the corner!  Watch this space!

Top:  SIMON ROBERTS  Penshaw Monument, Tyne & Wear  2013
Below:  BOOMOON  Waterfall #2069   2015

Tom Lovelace 
Mona Kuhn 
Simon Roberts 
Esther Teichmann
 
Michael Wolf 
Lorenzo Vitturi

NOTES

1   Robert Heller (1932-2012) business journalist and the 
founding editor of Management Today. Heller was a former 
US correspondent for the Financial Times, and from 1963 
spent 20 years as business editor of The Observer.
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TECHNOLOGY, GEAR AND GIZMOS

IMPRESSIVE 
HOT SHOT
FUJIFILM X-PRO2

COME ON IN, the Fujifilm X-Pro2 
is the business. The new X-Pro2 
is a killer even though it doesn't 
shoot 4K video. If you already own 
an X-Pro1 and Fujinon X-Mount 
lenses, it's worth upgrading. The new 
camera's body is dust and splash-
resistant with 61 points of weather 
sealing; it's also freeze-resistant up 
to 14oF. A 24.3-megapixel (up from 
16.3-megapixels) X-Trans CMOS 
III sensor is powered by the new 
X-Processor Pro image processor. The 
camera's autofocus locks on subjects 
in 0.08 seconds and continuous 
shooting is a speedy 8 fps (compared 
to 3 fps on X-Pro1). The X-Pro2's ISO 
is 100-51200. For imaging time lapse, 
the built-in interval timer can deliver 
up to 999 frames. The hybrid optical/
electronic viewfinder resolution is at 
2.36 million dots; the 3-inch screen 
is at 1.62-million dot resolution. The 
body hosts two SD card slots, one of 

which is compatible with the UHS-II 
Standards, and built-in Wi-Fi. The 
X-Pro2 can record full HD video at 
1080p resolution at up to 60 fps (at a 
bit rate of 36Mbps). 

Around £1350 for body only.

ALTERNATIVE: At c. £500 for the body, 
the X-E2S is less than half the cost of 
the X-Pro2. A kit package with the 

camera and a XF18-55mm f/2.8-4 LM 
OIS lens will cost £700+. The camera 
isn't as full-featured as the X-Pro2 
but it's still a powerful and versatile 
enough tool for the advanced 
photographer.

THE MEMORY module that takes 
the speed and fluidity of RAM 
and combines it with the storage 
capabilities of Flash memory, Optane 
(unveiled at CES 2017) is a potential 
‘industry game-changer’. According 
to Intel, 79% of the desktop market 
still uses a hard drive – great for 
data storage but not very efficient 
data movers (delivering data in 
milliseconds, as compared to 
memory's nanoseconds). Optane 
breaks with the near 50-year tradition 
of using transistors and charge to 
determine ones and zeros. Essentially 
Optane memory uses material 

that stores information based on 
the state of atoms. Described as a 
‘breakthrough in materiel science and 
physics’ the company claims a 28% 
overall system performance boost, 
and MS Outlook will load 6x faster; 
Chrome 5x faster and games will 
launch up to 67% faster. Optane is 
designed to work with Intel's Core i7 
CPUs, which only just began shipping. 
In other words, an upgrade to Optane 
is likely a full-system upgrade. The 
modules, 16 GB ($44) and 32 GB 
($77), will be available from April, but 
you'll need an Optane-compatible 
motherboard to use them. 

INTEL ANNOUNCE    
SHIP DATE FOR OPTANE

INTERNET ARTIST Rafaël Rozendaal 
questions the anonymity and 
ephemerality of the screensaver and 
its subversive, playful and diffuse 
character. In a Dutch exhibition, 
Rozendaal primarily uses examples 
from the early days, when moving 
digital images did not yet contain the 
realism of the later screensavers. It 
is exactly the unpolished abstraction 

LOST ART OF THE SCREENSAVER
of this first batch that interests him: 
at that time it was the screensaver’s 
practical role that mattered. The 
installation also includes more recent 
and advanced editions developed 
by Microsoft and Apple. Who could 
forget Flying Toasters screensaver 
by Jack Eastman & Patrick Beard 
at Berkeley Systems for Apple 
Macintosh, 1989? Oh, you DID !

https://bryanbraun.github.io/after-dark-css/all/flying-toasters.html
Het Nieuwe Instituut. Museumpark 25 Rotterdam until 25 June
info@hetnieuweinstituut.nl

LEADING GRAPHICS manufacturer, 
BenQ, have released the SW320 
photographer monitor, a 31.5-inch 
4K display with class-leading colour 
performance and High Dynamic 
Range (HDR) capability. Spanning a 
wide colour gamut covering 99% of 
Adobe RGB and 100% of sRGB, Rec. 
709, and the digital cinema industry’s 
DCI-P3 colour space, SW320’s true 
10-bit IPS panel and advanced 14-
bit 3D lookup table (LUT) deliver 
spectacular colour quality with 
precise =2 Delta E values. The ‘SW320 
represents the pinnacle of BenQ 
colour-critical display technology,’ 
claims Conway Lee, President of 
BenQ Corporation. The SW320 is 
certified by Technicolor to meet strict 
standards for colour accuracy used in 
Hollywood and throughout the media 
and entertainment industries. The 
SW320 also provides comprehensive 
connectivity, including a media card 
reader, USB 3.0 ports, HDMI 2.0a, 
and DisplayPort / mini DisplayPort 1.4 
supporting Mac Thunderbolt output. www.benq.co.uk/product/monitor/sw320/features/

TRUE BLUE MONITOR
SW320 MONITOR

AVAILABLE in 1TB and 500GB 
capacities, the G-DRIVE slim 
SSD USB-C delivers super-fast 
solid state drive performance of 
up to 540MB/s. It features the 
speedy 10Gb/s USB 3.1 Gen 2 
interface, taking full advantage 
of SSD performance. The high-
quality Type-C to Type-C cable 
and Type-C to Type-A cables 
(included) allows this drive to 
operate with any computer 

featuring Thunderbolt 3, USB-C or USB 3.0 ports. Requiring no external power 
source, the G-DRIVE slim SSD USB-C will ensure that high-quality videos and 
photos are quickly processed whether in the field or in the office. The G-DRIVE 
mobile USB-C and G-DRIVE slim SSD USB-C are easily reformatted for Windows 
users with the G-Technology Windows Format Wizard. 
www.g-technology.com

MEANWHILE   Western Digital (products are also marketed as HGST, SanDisk 
and WD brands) gives My Passport and My Book drives a makeover with 
design firm fuseproject. They continue to offer the same hardware encryption, 
password protection and storage capacities of existing models but now My 
Passport drives will come in six vivid colours – Black, Yellow, Red, White, Orange 
and Blue. For Mac drives it is available in Black. My Book offers storage space 
up to 8 TB, for photos and videos. My Passport for Mac drives start at £40 (1Tb) 
and the My Book desktop drives start at £38 (1Tb). Each comes with a two-year 
warranty.

WESTERN DIGITAL EXPANDS
      G-DRIVE PORTFOLIO
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M O V I N G  P I C T U R E S

TECHNOLOGY, GEAR AND GIZMOS

THE MAKER of the handheld 
smartphone stabiliser, 
IndieSolo, has launched the 
Movie Maker: a portable, 
electronically driven slider built 
for smartphones, action cams 
and compact cameras. Powered 
by AAA batteries (or via USB) 
the Movie Maker includes a rail, 
motorized head and a clamp to 
accommodate most smartphones. 

MOBILE MOVIE directors can 
now shoot and share straight 
away using the unique Velapp 
(aka Video Editing Live App). The 
designers believe Velapp could 
well become embedded in all 
future smartphones or tablets. 
The app automatically edits 
footage through iPhone’s 3D 
Touch technology. While filming, 
users press on the screen to mark 
the moments they believe are the 
best. This assigns the frames a 
rating between 0-10. The harder 
the press, the higher the number 
assigned. Velapp’s technology 

SPY-WEAR   A TINY personal 
camera, The PogoCam, attaches 
magnetically to eyewear with 
a proprietary track called 
PogoTrack. At only 10.9mm x 
12.5mm x 42.8mm, a custom 
electronic architecture allows 
for high levels of miniaturisation 
and low power requirements, 
while maintaining optimum 
image quality, storage capacity 
and performance. The camera 
comes with a 5 MP sensor and 
can capture and store up to 
100 still images or up to two 
minutes of 720p HD video at 30 
fps before you have to download 

KIT KARRIER 
CALLED 'ingenious', the Airport Jacket 
was launched as the answer to the 
low-fare economy traveller’s baggage 
problem. It has proved highly popular 
with photographers – who always 
have various kit to stow and yet have 
it readily accessible. The Airport 
Jacket when worn at full length allows 
you to stash up to 15 kilos of gear! 
It can also be quickly packed into 
the built-in wrap for use as a normal 
bag. The jacket can be worn 3 ways: 
hip length, 3/4 length or full length. 
Around £180.

KB3 MINI KEYBOARD

 

THE LATEST must-have mini – with 
ergonomic keyboard, casing made of 
metal, optimal 5 mm profile, stylish 
in black, and with large Quiet-touch 
keys requiring minimal pressure 
when typing, is the Penclic KB3 Mini. 
It works with Windows, iOS and 
Android. It connects via Bluetooth 
or use the USB connector supplied. 
The compact KB3 Mini is 28cm wide, 
11.5cm deep; 1.25cm high; and 
284 grams. Great in the field when 
excessive typing into an iPhone or iPad 
is needed. Available in Black for £79.99

                       SUNNY OUTLOOKS

FOR THE activity addict: the Sunnycam Sport. These HD video 
recording spex allow you to fully capture the action without 
squinting through a phone or camera. The rechargeable 
Sunnycam comes with a HD 1080P, 150o wide angle video 
camera built into the nose bridge of the frame. With a 1-hour 
recording time at the touch of a button, Sunnycam has its 
control system in the frame arm with space for a microSD 
memory card to give up to 64 GB of storage! The Sunnycam 
Sport edition kit is £129.99 (includes the flex frame, 2 sets of 
lenses, micro USB, carry case, glasses string and cleaning cloth).

GO WILD The SunnyCam Xtreme edition upgrade has Vibration 
controls built into the hi-impact frame arm let you activate 
recording with just a touch. A water resistance rating of IP66 
means the SunnyCam Xtreme are ideal for Full HD video in rainy 
conditions – choose interchangeable lenses from a darker UV400 
polarised lens to clearer polycarbonate. Sunnycam Xtreme £149.99

INNOVATIVE Ukrainian company 
Concepter, which made the iBlazr 
smart flash in 2013, has launched a 
new Kickstarter campaign to fund 
production and distribution of its 
latest product, the iBlazr Case. The 
iBlazr Case combines 40 dual-tone 
LEDs, for better flash photography, 
with a 2,500 mAh battery pack and 
is compatible with the iPhone 6, 6S, 
6 Plus, 6S Plus, 7 and 7 Plus models. 
Which means the case works with 
virtually any iPhone camera app. 
According to its makers it provides 
approximately 300 lux at 1 meter 
subject distance. The beam angle is 
180 degrees and the built-in battery, 

which can also be used to charge 
the iPhone, is good for 1500 flash 
exposures. When the case is used 
as a flash light it provides more than 
2.5 hours of constant illumination. 
The LEDs can also be used to display 
customisable messages for incoming 
calls, texts or other events, when 
paired to the iPhone via a Bluetooth 
connection. The Shotlight companion 
app allows for adjustment of the flash 
colour and brightness and is a fully-
fledged camera app in its own right. 
The iBlazr Case is made of ABS plastic 
and coated with a rubber material. 
The built-in battery is charged via 
USB Type-C port. 

40 LED / 300 LUX FLASH BOX

O N  L O C AT I O N

automatically pulls together the 
highest-rated scenes into edited 
footage. The 3D Touch capabilities 
work on the iPhone 6S and 7 
while for all other Apple devices, 
there is a slider button that can 
be moved up and down during 
filming to mark footage with the 
Velapp ratings. Founder David de 
Min, 26, from Kent, says: ‘Velapp 
is the first of its kind to edit video 
whilst recording.’ Free from 
the App Store. A £1.99 version 
removes the watermark and 
allows videos over one minute to 
be exported. 

EDIT VIDEO AS YOU RECORD

Eight speeds can be utilised, as 
slow as 6mm/min up to 300mm/
min to create slow motion, time-
lapse or real-time stabilised 
panning shots. The motorised 
head can also be used separately 
from the rail to pan 360-degrees 
panoramas. It's all designed to 
pack away into a camera bag or 
backpack. Available on Amazon 
at $130.

GRIP GEAR LATEST

data to a mobile device (cable 
or Bluetooth) and charge the 
battery. The makers claim that 
image quality is comparable to 
a smartphone. The camera is 
water-resistant and recharges in 
approximately 30 minutes. It can 
also be removed quickly to store 
in a pocket.    
The PogoCam rrp $129.

  POGO TRICK

TRIPOD WITH BUILT-IN 
LIGHT SOURCE
INTRO 2020 has launched its Slik 
Lite series, a line of tripods that 
feature a built-in LED light. The 
series is comprised of five models, 
three made of aluminium and two 
of 8-layer carbon fibre. All five can 
be compactly stored; feature rubber 
feet and a ball and socket head. The 
aluminium models have lever-locking 
four-section legs, the carbon fibre 
models have twist-locking legs. All Slik 
Lite models have a removable LED 
light powered by two AAA batteries 
built into the bottom of the centre 
column. The LED light aids in viewing 
kit in low light and dark settings, and 
can also double as a flashlight when 
needed. Available from Intro 2020 
from £121.99 – to £415.99 (carbon 
fibre versions).
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INTRODUCTION  MIKE VON JOEL
ARCHIVE INTERVIEW  PAT BOOTH

IMAGES   SNOWDON *

BORN IN 1930, Snowdon demonstrated 
a highly creative flair even from 
childhood. His great grandfather had 
been the celebrated Punch cartoonist 
and photographer, Linley Sambourne 
(hence the choice of title for his son) 
and his beloved uncle, Oliver Messel, 
one of the greatest designers for ballet 
of his era. Snowdon, himself, sustained 
his own interest in dance and dancers 
for over 60 years. This might have been 
accentuated when, at 16, he developed 
polio and subsequently spent a lifetime 
living with the ramifications. Snowdon 
was a tireless champion and supporter of 
all the agencies that work with and for the 
benefit of disabled people. 

By the mid 1950s, he had finished his 
education via Eton and Cambridge 
(studied architecture – he co-designed 
the aviary at Regent‘s Park Zoo) and was 
established as a photographer ‘with a 
future’ after impressing Marlene Dietrich 
who, in turn, recommended him to 
Alexander Lieberman at American Vogue. 
Friends of Uncle Oliver, the German star 

used to visit him during his hospitalisation 
with polio, along with Noël Coward. They 
would both sing to him, he recalled in one 
interview. He always addressed Marlene 
as ‘Miss Dietrich’.

The great newspaperman, Harold Evans, 
still remembers how Snowdon’s 1958 
photo-feature for Alexander Lieberman, 
about the grande dames of New York 
society, ‘upstaged’ contributions by Irving 
Penn, Horst and other luminaries, with its 
fresh ‘naturalism’ and new approach.

An old Etonian, Snowdon was very much 
part of the ‘jet-set’ that spilled from 
the austere 1950s into the ‘swinging’ 
1960s. But Snowdon’s set was rooted 
in creativity and art and not the insular 
‘society’ of wealth, breeding and titles. 
He never could abide the affectations of 
‘class’ and snobbery. Access to Snowdon’s 
circle was by talent and ability – and 
good looks did help. It was a beacon to 
all of London’s haut monde, and centred 
around his Pimlico studio and a remote 
19th century cottage near Brighton, 

bordered by extensive meadows, called 
Old House. However, the situation altered 
irrevocably when Snowdon (as Anthony 
Armstrong-Jones) met and married the 
Queen’s sister, Margaret, in 1960.

Not that Margaret was a conservative 
homebody. For a period the pair became 
the toast of the town and the must-
have guests at any fashionable party 
– Tony the skilled mimic and Margaret, 
the accomplished singer, were society’s 
darlings. However, upon the birth of their 
first child and Anthony’s elevation to Earl 
of Snowdon (1961) he became embroiled 
in ‘Royal duties’ – a responsibility that did 
not sit well with his creative temperament, 
and, decidedly his own man, before long 
he was again accepting photographic 
assignments from The Sunday Times. 

Snowdon was famously self effacing and 
with an acerbic, droll sense of humour. 
He often made bald statements with 
his tongue firmly in his cheek to enjoy 
the effect. His many friends – from all 
walks of life – universally applaud his 
generosity and kind heart; those in the 
profession are unstinting with their praise 
for his work with the camera, across the 
disciplines of reportage, fashion and 
the portrait. The latter being his own 
benchmark of true excellence although 
he disliked the term ‘portrait’ – which he 
described as being ’pompous’. Following 
his divorce from ‘PM’, Snowdon remained 

famously guarded about Royal matters 
and, as is frequently noted, never traded 
on his Royal connections for professional 
preferment. It is some surprise to learn 
that his first ever ‘selling exhibition’ was 
only in 2006, at a gallery in London’s 
St James’s. It was an unconditional 
success. The National Portrait Gallery, 
which holds some 117 examples of his 
work, had toured them through 2000, 
in an exhibition that travelled to Vienna, 
Moscow and the USA, also to much 
critical acclaim.

The Lord Snowdon was also famously 
difficult to interview. The main thrust 
of any approach was usually about 
his photographic work and related 
efforts on behalf of the disabled. Yet 
Snowdon was not only an accomplished 
designer but something of an ingenious 
inventor, facts usually overlooked in the 
mainstream coverage. Additionally, as a 
man who worked on most of the leading 
publications of his time, from The Sunday 
Times and Telegraph, to Vogue, Life, 
Paris Match and Vanity Fair, he was an 
experienced media ‘insider’. Woe betide 
any journalist who attempted to snatch 
a Royal indiscretion during an interview 
about disabled persons rights. The plain 
fact is that Snowdon had no need to give 
interviews. It was not in his nature to 
be overly serious – and his work speaks 
eloquently enough for itself.

Ten years ago we commissioned the beautiful ex-model turned photographer 
(and writer), Pat Booth, to interview the famously reticent Lord Snowdon 
about his art and career behind the camera. As an old friend, Pat persuaded 
Snowdon to be unusually forthcoming about his work and we are privileged 
to be able to re-present an edited version of this unique text as a tribute to 
the late, and certainly great, artist.

Anthony Armstrong-Jones (latterly Lord Snowdon) was one of the great 
photographers of his generation, a fact universally acknowledged by the 
cognoscenti but unconsidered by the public at large, blinded as they are by 
his elevation to the Royal Family through marriage. But a closer examination 
of his accomplished career reveals that, despite a short hiatus immediately 
following his wedding to Princess Margaret, he has created a body of work 
of such quality that the epithet, Modern Master, had been well and truly 
earned.

In 2007, our Special Features Editor went to discuss some classic Snowdon 
images – instantly recognised by the public at large, but not always 
associated with their immensely talented creator. Then nearly 80-years old, 
Lord Snowdon had lost none of his wit, charm or skill with a camera. 

A tribute to Anthony Armstrong-Jones (Lord Snowdon)
featuring a very rare archive interview wherein the late

master ‘snapper’ discusses work, methods and
subjects with his famous ascerbic wit - and charm!

A MAn For All SeASonS

LOrD SNOWDON’S HOME
Kensington, London
10th May 2007

OLD HOUSE

Lord Snowdon: …and so how was Eve1 
[Arnold]?

Pat Booth: I went to see her, she’s living 
in a nursing home in Victoria, a very nice 
one. She’s kind of focused, spends a lot 
of her time asleep. I knew her very well 
years ago, but the interesting thing is 
she really hasn’t changed – inasmuch as 
she’s still so fast, so perceptive. Do you 

see anything of Bob2 [Belton] at all?

Oh yes. He’s always ill, though. With what I 
don‘t know... it’s always some… I spoke to 
him last week, took him out to lunch. He’s 
rather like Australian wine, he doesn’t 
travel well. He doesn’t do anything really, 
he says his eyes have gone. I’m very fond 
of him.

He’s had a cold since February. I think 
he’s a bit of a hypochondriac, myself. Do 
you remember he introduced us? I was 
seventeen and we used to come down to 
Old House3? We would walk through the 
fields with Terry Donovan4 – it was way 

SNOWDON
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before you had running water inside. 
There was a big pump, do you remember it?

Yes, there was just a pump. I sold it [the 
house] the other day, because I was never 
getting down there. I miss it dreadfully. 
Janet [Donovan] is still there – she goes 
down every weekend. Janet used to go 
through the woods, berry picking.

Were you close to Terence Donovan?

Not really, no. I liked him enormously. 
I used him in that TV film I did called 
Snowdon on Camera.5 Was the lake there 
when you…

…No. I think I came before that and then 
much later I came back, and you’d just 
made the lake. Anthony Rufus-Isaacs 
used to come over on his horse? And his 
sister Jacqui…

…and Jacqui’s mother, Margot 6 She used 
to have that wonderful voice, you know: 
[in comic accent] ‘Oh, why don’t we go 
off to Le Touquet [pronounced Tucket] 
today?’

NUREYEV

One of my favourite images of yours is 
Nureyev’s foot.

Oh yes, that’s an awful old cheat photo! 
He appears to be just standing on his 
pointe – but he’s not! He’s sitting on 
a white box. He couldn’t do that. He 
couldn’t possibly go en pointe with 
no shoes on. I remember one of the 
last times that I shot him, there was 
somebody there called Etherington-
Smith7. I said ‘Tell Mr Nureyev to take 
that handkerchief out of his pocket, 
it looks ridiculous.’ And Rudolf said: 
‘That is no hanky, that is my cock!’ He 
was absolutely splendid! We went to 
– where did we go – with Rudolf and 
Margot8 somewhere? I think it was 
Moscow.

Bob once took me round to his London 
apartment at night and he was sitting 
there in the dark watching a cine film. I 
remember seeing his amazing chiseled 
face looking at Pavlova9 – one of the 
greatest of all dancers – on the black and 
white screen and he was dissecting her 
every move. I think he had an apartment 
in Eaton Square? Or was it Eaton Place?

He had one in Eaton Square, you’re quite 
right. Then he had a very, very grand one 
in Paris. That’s Nureyev in Paris. He was 
marvellous. He’d pout his lip, wouldn’t 

he. He’d worry about his scar. And do you 
know where he did that? No? …well he 
was very embarrassed, he fell off a motor 
scooter in the King’s Road. You know 
what he used to do when he was five 
years old? He used to put pencils up his 
nose like that to make the nostrils flare. I 
did love him.

Anyway, it’s not just Nureyev’s foot – 
it’s your photography. Do you have any 
images that you absolutely prefer… ?

I hate them all… and I hate photography – 
and I hate cameras! And No! I don’t have 
a digital.

[Snowdon was fond of being provocative 
about photography despite dedicating his 
life to it. ‘Photography is not an art’, he is 
often quoted as claiming: ‘photographers 
are not artists – they are just snappers’. 
However, Harold Evans recollects him 
conjuring with visual effects very early on – 
exchanging lenses from other cameras onto 
his Leica, and mismatching f-stops and 
available light: ‘for 40 years a relentless 
and brave experimenter’. ]

CAMERAS

I’ve got Nikon with a zoom, 35 to 70. I 
don’t know which you prefer, which lens 
do you prefer?

Which camera or which lens? Oh, I’ve no 
idea really, a middling one. The camera 
I do like – and I use all the time – is a 
Contax. I suppose it is quite grand. Light, 
compact and chunky. It’s all automatic. I 
don’t like zooms.

And it’s just got a kind of 50mm lens?

No, no, it’s grander. It’s got a little zoom.

Oh, a little zoom. You just said you didn’t 
like zooms.

Yeah, but it’s not a big zoom. And it’s nice 
and chunky. I’ve had it, oh, um, quite 
a long time. Ten years or so. The two 
cameras I use most are the Contax, which 
I like very much, but I also use a Nikon 
sometimes. We could go down to Old 
House and I could photograph you there.

Oh I’d love to do that. Maybe all master 
photographers are going back to the 
simple camera. Helmut Newton once did 
a photograph for a cover of one of my 
books [Palm Beach] and he shot it with 
a tiny Instamatic camera. It came out 
brilliantly.

What camera are you using today? 
[Snowdon examines the camera] Oh, 
a Nikon, that’s frightfully grand! Is it 
digital? That’s awful… and it’s got a flash! 
I disapprove!

I love your little Contax camera. Do you 
ever use the Olympus?

There’s an awfully nice person at 
Olympus. What’s he called… Graham 
Chapman10. Who was the other, older 
one… Barry Taylor. He was marvellous 
too. He just disappeared to work in the 
sun somewhere.

I think he’s retired somewhere. He was 
so supportive of us all – a charming man. 
So. Let us revisit some of your famous 
images?

THE ALBUMS

Let’s have a look at my… get one of those 
big albums with the press cuttings in?

That’s a great one of your son with the 
Queen Mother. 

That one? In my old Aston Martin. I gave it 
to David11 and he promptly went and sold 
it. I was furious! David’s now frightfully 
grand. He’s the Chairman of Christie’s. I 
don’t think he goes into his shop. [pause] 
That one was in an exhibition, because 
I’ve just had an exhibition at the Chris 
Beetles Gallery in Ryder Street.12

MARGARET THATCHER

[Snowdon picks up a magazine colour 
supplement with his picture of Margaret 
Thatcher on the cover] 

[Amused] This is the photograph Margaret 
Thatcher hated.
 
Do you like colour, do you like 
photographing in colour?

No. No. I don’t like photographing much! 
Actually, I do like black and white. 

HELEN MIRREN

That looks like a young Helen Mirren. 
She’s very much man’s woman. 

Yes, it is. She was frightfully keen on her 
bosoms! That was in the some theatre or 
other. I rather liked her. Oh, these are

Helen Mirren   1995

The popular British actress of Russian 
descent, Mirren had recently won a long 
overdue Oscar for her lead role in Stephen 
Frears’ affectionate portrait of Elizabeth 
II. Snowdon had much experience of 
photographing Queens and Mirren was 
in safe hands, although she did not know 
she would join such elevated company 
back in 1995. 

all now by Angus McBean… Did you ever 
meet him?

I did, I went down to his house in Suffolk. 
I photographed him there with all his 
masks… you know, all the different bits 
and pieces that he had.

THE ALBUMS CONTINUED

Noël CowArd  Trafalgar Square 1970

That’s dear Noël Coward who I loved. 
Cecil [Beaton] was an awful snob. A real, 
crashing snob. I hated him!

royAl FAMily Buckingham Palace, 1957

This one, they were meant to be fishing. I 
had bought a trout as a prop so that they 
could pretend to be catching it, but then 
Mrs Peabody, who was looking after me, 
thought I needed feeding up and cooked 
the trout for my breakfast! That’s why 
they’re reading a book.

STriPPer at the Bridge Hotel  1958

I mean, would you call that reportage? 
Because this is clearly reportage. You’re 
not known for that.

Well… I’m not known for anything, really! 
This was in the Bridge House Hotel, 
Canning Town on a Sunday morning. 

Look at those faces. They’re all looking… 
the thing is, they’re all looking at 
different parts of her.

A TRIBUTE
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I tell you what, we’ve got a problem 
with that. You can’t because it gives 
way. There’s one leg missing. Shall we 
go outside? I could put a coat on. Bloody 
cold out there.

No, no, Sir. It is absolutely not cold! We 
won’t be very long.

[Snowdon stands by an arbour made of 
trellis, with ivy and roses entwined in it.]

It’s funny when photographers… they 
always stick their bums out, and then 
their knees! That any good? It’s awful, all 
this ivy.

It think it’s very pretty. I’ve got just a few 
of the roses in the foreground. I want 
one of those lovely smiles.

Can we go in now? Have another drink. 
I’m lunching with Mike Trow. [Picture 
Editor of British Vogue] There used to be 
an editor at Vogue, do you remember 
Barney Wan? Barney I’ve known, what, 
40 years or something like that, and I 
still can’t understand a word he says, not 
a syllable! He talks like that. He used to 
come down to Old House with Mara and 
Lorenzo.13 Mara’s been quite ill. I think 
she’s had a stroke, hasn’t she…?

What is your next project?

I don’t seem to have one, in fact here’s 
my diary, I’m completely free.

Do you want to do some more work?

Oh yes, you bet I do!

IN MEMORIUM

Antony C. R. Armstrong-Jones
1st Earl of Snowdon, GCVO, RDI, 
(7 March 1930 - 13 January 2017)

Pat Booth, Lady Lowe
(24 April 1943 - 11 May 2009)

NOTES
1  Eve Arnold. Famous American photographer and photojournalist. 
Died 4 January 2012 (aged 99)

2  Robert Belton, a photographer for Vanity Fair

3  Old House. Tony Armstrong-Jones' rural retreat outside Brighton, 
famous for jet set weekend parties

4  Terence Donovan (1936-1996) photographer and leading lights of 
the 'Swinging Sixties' snappers that included Bailey and Brian Duffy.

5  Snowdon on Camera, 1981. Two-parter for the BBC produced by 
Iain Johnstone, examining the market and trends in ‘Art’ photography

6  Margot, The Dowager Marchioness of Reading (1919 –2015); Lord 
Anthony Rufus Isaacs (film producer) and Lady Jacqueline Rufus 
Isaacs, ex-mode.

7  Meredith Etherington-Smith, journalist and past London editor of 
Paris Vogue and former Features Editor of Harpers & Queen.

8  Rudolf Nureyev and Dame Margot Fonteyn, first danced together 
in 1962 (Giselle). Nureyev, Russian star of the Kirov Ballet, had 
defected in 1961. The famous partnership (Margot was 19 years 
older) lasted until 1979 when she retired. He died of AIDS in 1993.

9  Anna Pavlova, Russian ballerina. She appeared in a few silent films: 
this one, The Immortal Swan, shot in 1924, was not released until 
1956. She died of pleurisy in the Netherlands in 1931.

10  Graham Chapman. Then Managing Director of Olympus UK Ltd.

11  David Albert Charles, Lord Linley. 12th in line to the throne of 
England.

12  Chris Beetles Gallery, Ryder Street, London SW1. Snowdon's first 
selling exhibition 19th September-14th October 2006.

13  San Lorenzo. Owned by Mara (d.2012 aged 79) and Lorenzo Berni, 
who became celebrities in their own right.

SNOWDON
Yes. But the point is, I think I cheated. I 
altered his eyes. To move them and look 
at her, because he was looking at me – 
and I told him not to!

PeTer Cook Camden Town. 1967

Peter Cook’s dead, isn’t he. Do you 
remember, what was the little one 
called… Dudley Moore?

Dudley, yes, I was maid of honour at his 
wedding. He married Suzy Kendall, the 
three of us lived together for a while in 
Pavilion Road. He fell madly in love with 
Suzy, who I was sharing a flat with.

ANTHONY BLUNT

How very clever. Did you think of doing 
that before you photographed him, was 
it a set-up?

No. He was a spy wasn’t he? That was just 
the sun. He just held the transparency 
up to the light, and then the sun went 
through the transparency directly onto 
his face.

PeTer SeLLerS & BrITT ekLAND  1967

This famous one of Peter Sellers and 
Britt Ekland…

It’s quite fun. When is that? 1967! Still 
quite recent.

Yeah, yeah. Only the other day! Your 
Salvador Dali portrait is a now a classic. 
Cartier-Bresson always said it didn’t 
really matter if something was in focus 
or out of focus… as long as you got the 
image. Do you think that’s true?

No, I don’t think so. I don’t think his things 
were out of focus. He was the original 
paparazzo. I loved him, I used to meet 
him down with Jeremy Fry in the south of 
France. And I think I’ve got a photograph 
of him – they were very rare – wearing 
a hat belonging to my daughter Frances.

[Cartier-Bresson famously disliked being 
photographed]. 

Do you like being photographed yourself 
at all?

Do I like being photographed? No. I hate 
it! 

Are there photographers you admire?

Cartier-Bresson. Irving Penn. The one I 
can’t bear is that ghastly Peruvian. What’s 
he called… Mario Testino? [laughs] 
He’s really pushy. And name-dropping. 
Everything I hate.

TAKING HIS LORDSHIP’S PICTURE

Did life change much when you became 
Lord Snowdon? Was there a change 
in people’s attitude and the way they 
wanted you to work?

No. Nothing changed…

Were there any of the Royals that loved 
being photographed, and others that 
didn’t?

I don’t know. Hmm… The person who is 
such a real pro and wonderful in every 

way is the Queen. She keeps going, non-
stop. We could go outside if you like but… 
as long as I don’t have to stand much, 
you see my legs aren’t quite as good as 
they once were. I thought I could live in 
the garage, and then I would be on the 
ground floor. I don’t have a car, you see. 
Although it is a bit bleak in there isn’t it! 
It’s very soft light here…

Yes, does that matter do you think? As 
you know, I haven’t got a flash on the 
Nikon.

Oh, good! Don’t use flash, I can’t bear it!

I like to shoot portraits with a 35mm 
lens, as it gets so much of the person’s 
life in the background. You see this is the 
lens I like. 35 to 70.

No, I don’t like zooms. I like ordinary 
lenses, you know. Just the regular 85. No 
flash.

No flash. But I have not enough light 
here. It’s very slow. I’ve got it on 
automatic.

Oh, take it off automatic. Put it onto… 
now what film are you using? [Ilford] 
Yeah, but what speed? [400] Yeah, well 
put it on 60. Can you do that? Check that 
I was right because there’s no light down 
here at all.

That is much better. That’s worked. 
Perfect.

Now. Let’s have a swig of wine. Shall I 
give you a helping hand?

You’ll make a great assistant someday!

Well, I certainly should be able to take a 
photograph by now!

So, which one should we do first, Tony? 
This one on the sofa with the dog tapestry?

Anthony Blunt  London 1963

Simply the best image ever made of an art world grandee. It was taken for what is 
now one of the most famous books on the art business: Private View. A 1968 survey 
of the British Art scene with texts by John Russell and Bryan Robertson. Snowdon took 
the pictures. Art expert and Keeper of the Queen’s Pictures, Blunt was a controversial 
character. Unmasked as a Russian KGB spy and disgraced, it was rumoured that MI5 
had informed the Queen about his treachery some years before the scandal became 
public knowledge.

Stripper at the Bridge Hotel, Canning Town  1958

CREDITS

*Lord Snowdon generously agreed that the images 
reproduced here could be used in conjunction with 
this specific interview on his photography by his friend 
of many years, Patricia Booth, latterly Lady Lowe. 
   
ALL PICTURES COURTESY OF LORD SNOWDON
PUBLISHED WITH EXPRESS PERMISSION
We acknowledge the help of CAMERAPRESS London 
with the preparation of the original article in 2007
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books

Clockwise from left:  Prominent People; Houses of Parliament; Chatsworth (Duke of Devonshire); Piccadilly Circus. All c.1905

The Way We Were
The author is one of America’s leading photographic historians and so a collection of images 
selected by him is going to appeal to the professional eye as well as the more casual enquiring 
reader. Michael Lesy (b1945) is professor of literary journalism at Hampshire College, Mass. He was 
awarded a 2013 Guggenheim Fellowship for Photography Studies. Here he presents nearly 250 
images of daily life a century ago which, surprisingly, differ little in essence to images created today. 
The great and the good stare out confidently from their cosy and protected worlds, wherein they 
are master (and mistress) of all they survey. The poor and impoverished look back at the camera 
with inquisitive stares, and the blank expressions that stem from physical exhaustion and the dull 
routine of manual labour. Although by 1900 photography was hardly new, it was still not ubiquitous, 
and the common working man – or foreign native – were not likely to have had much to do with 
it. Yet, as these images demonstrate, the quality and definition had reached a standard where an 
intriguing level of detail could be achieved and this itself gives the millennial viewer a fascinating 
time-travel into the past.

Interestingly, also, are the topics that attracted these early documentary photographers. And it is 
surprising that in these early years of the 20th century, a person could still be identified immediately 
by his or her dress (or uniform), very much an 18th and 19th century social norm. So Lesy presents 
his reader with the ever popular topics of the horrors of war and attrition; natural disasters; the 
behemoths of industrial architecture dwarfing and no doubt poisoning the captive workforce, and 
the glimpses into the exotic people and fashions of foreign countries. One thing that is illustrated 
loud and clear – the predilection for the political powers of the West to poke their noses into other 
peoples’ business and cultures. Some things never change. A fascinating collection and certainly 
food for thought and meditation. MvJ

LOOKING BACKWARD  Michael Lesy   HB. WW Norton 256pp   ISBN 978-0-393-23973-7 250 
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Inside the Artist’s Studio

Art for All

Anthony Caro’s death in October 2013, at the age of 
89, ended the unbroken lineage of the ‘new tradition’ 
of radically modern abstract sculpture constructed 
in metal that began with Picasso and Juli González 
in the late 1920s and continued through David 
Smith to Caro himself. Based on hours of taped 
conversations and correspondence with Caro and his 
assistants, this academic but thoroughly readable 
book offers an intimate interpretation of the artist 
and his way of working. Those closest to Caro in the 
studio speak frankly about what life was like working 
for the British sculptor, providing immediate access 
to not only his, but artists’ thought processes in 
general, and giving examples of a production-led 

Published on the occasion of 
the eponymous exhibition at the 
Schirn Kunsthalle Frankfurt (and 
then the Albertina in Vienna, 
where it closed in January), this 
massive trilingual tome – and 
it is outsize even for a giant’s 
bookcase – is simply breathtak-
ing. Delving into the hitherto un-
der-appreciated medium of the 
colour woodcut, prevalent at the 
turn of the century in Vienna, the 
volume explains the Japanese 
influence that led to the medi-
um’s renaissance at this time, 
its significance in the modernist 
movement, and the basics of the 
technique behind it. Democratis-
ing and rendering art accessible 
to a non-elite public, the colour 
woodcut was widely used also 
by such groups as the Secession, 
for printing its magazine, as well 
as for producing calendars and 
posters. Various essays set the 
scene, before the catalogue of 
works, organised into thematic 

sections, which is both extremely 
page-turning, while also compel-
ling you to linger and enjoy the 
striking simplicity, chromatic in-
tensity and surprising variety of 
the showcased works. Artists’ bi-
ographies are included at the back. 
AMcN.

This has 
to be the most intimate-
ly revealing book on Claude 
Monet yet – and that is saying 
something, as there have been 
a fair few competitors over the 
years. Focus is placed, however, 
not on the artist himself, but 
on Giverny, the small French 
village outside Paris that be-
came not just the Impression-
ist’s home for the final 40 years 
of his life, but also his greatest 
artistic accomplishment. The 
beautifully cultivated and de-
signed garden is, to this day, 
home to the famous water lily 
pond, inspired by Japanese 
prints, and, in turn, inspiration 
for Monet’s most famous and 
moving series. With 300 col-
our illustrations, comprising 

contemporary photo graphs of 
the studio, house, garden, vil-
lage and surrounding region, as 
well as paintings and sketches 
by the artist himself, and ar-
chive images of place and face, 
this book offers full immersion 
into the landscape, colours, 
scents, and day-to-day musings 
of the Frenchman. It has the 
feel of a family album, a sketch-
book, and a memoir of a place 
that, for many, not least Monet 
himself, came to be a kind of 
‘earthly paradise’. AMcN

To mark the bicentenary of the birth of George 
Frederic Watts (1817-1904), or ‘England’s 
Michelangelo’ (as he was crowned by his friend 
Frederic, Lord Leighton), Nicholas Tromans, 
the curator at Watts Gallery – Artists’ Village, 
has produced a fine paperback setting out 
his critical arguments – albeit in an accessible 
format and language – as to why the artist is, 
as he puts it, ‘still worth bothering with’ today. 
Enjoying cult status in his lifetime, and the first 
living artist to be given a one-man show at 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 
Watts, like many other Victorian artists, rather 
fell out of favour in the mid 20th century. The 
recent refurbishment of Watts Gallery – Artists’ 
Village, however, puts forward many more 
good reasons why he ought to be retrieved 
from obscurity. In the book, Tromans presents 
Watts rather more as an early conceptual artist, 
creating works as by-products of intellectual 
and social experiments, than as the grand, 
classical artist his contemporary admirers 
built him up as. With sumptuous, full colour 
illustrations, including details of some of 
the more intriguing paintings, and black and 
white photographs of the artist at work and 
at play, this is a worthy – and handily sized – 
commemoration. AMcN

methodology in action. The barely edited, chatty 
interviews are interspersed by essays, including a 
historical overview of collaborative studio practices 
by Michael Petry and a contextualisation of Caro 
and his practice by Sam Cornish. Certainly of 
interest to practising sculptors – and other artists, 
to those interested in studio practice and related 
issues, and to fans of Caro himself. AMcN

ArTiST BoSS. Anthony Caro’s studio assistants and issues of 
legacy in British sculpture. 
Jenny Dunseath & Mark Wilsher (eds).
Sb. Wunderkammer Press  192pp, 91 illustrations
ISBN: 978-0-9935511-0-9

Jacket image courtesy Extra-Strong

Rediscovering England’s Michelangelo

 

ThE ArT oF GF WATTS   Nicholas Tromans.
SB Paul Holberton Publishing  136pp, 70 
colour illustrations
ISBN: 978-1-911300-07-6

A DAy WiTh CLAuDE MoNET iN 
GiVerny Adrien Goetz & Hugues Gall. 
Photography by Francis Hammond.
HB. Flammarion  224pp, 300 col illus
ISBN: 978-2-08-020306-9

ArT For ALL The Colour Woodcut in 
Vienna around 1900. Tobias G Natter, 
Max Hollein & Klaus Albrecht Schröder
HB. Taschen  416pp
ISBN: 978-9-0000-6619-3

books@state-media.com
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